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ABSTRACT
We present a simple form of the Type IIB string action on AdS5×S5. The result
is achieved by fixing κ-symmetry in the Killing spinor gauge defined by the projector
of the Killing spinor of the D3 brane. We show explicitly that in this gauge the
superspace is greatly simplified which is the crucial ingredient for the simple string
action.
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Recently, research in worldvolume theories of strings and extended objects on
AdS∗×S∗ backgrounds has attracted attention, motivated by the conjectured duality
between D = 4 Large N Yang-Mills theory and Type IIB string theory compactified
on AdS5 × S5 [1, 2, 3]. Clearly, it is of great importance to obtain the string action
in this background in a reasonably simple form, which is the purpose of this note.
In flat superspace, the string action with manifest ten dimensional super Poincare
symmetry was discovered by Green and Schwarz [4]. The classical action is non-
linear. Upon gauge-fixing in the light-cone gauge the gauge-fixed theory is free as the
action is quadratic. The GS string action was generalized in [5] to generic Type IIB
backgrounds. In such backgrounds in which even after gauge-fixing the action is not
free.
More recently, the classical string action was presented in a closed form in AdS5×
S5 supercoset construction [6, 7, 8]:
S = −1
2
∫
d2σ
[√
g gijLaˆiL
aˆ
j + 4iǫ
ij
∫
1
0
dsLaˆisS
IJΘ¯IΓaˆLJis
]
, (1)
where SIJ has non-vanishing elements S11 = −S22 = 1 and where aˆ = 0, .., 9.
LIs =
[(
sinh (sM)
M
)
DΘ
]I
(2)
and
Laˆs = e
aˆ
mˆ(x)dx
mˆ − 4iΘ¯Iγaˆ
(
sinh2 (sM/2)
M2 DΘ
)I
(3)
where
(M2)IL = [ǫIJ(−γaΘJΘ¯Lγa + γa′ΘJΘ¯Lγa′)
+
1
2
ǫKL(γabΘIΘ¯Kγab − γa′b′ΘIΘ¯Kγa′b′)], (4)
and LI = LIs=1, L
aˆ = Laˆs=1. Here,
(DΘ)I =
(
d+
1
4
(ωabγab + ω
a′b′γa′b′)
)
ΘI − 1
2
iǫIJ(eaγa + ie
a′γa′)Θ
J (5)
with d = dx∂x+dΘ∂Θ. Also, we use a 5+5 split [6] of aˆ into aˆ = (a, a
′). This presents
a closed form of a κ- and reparametrization symmetric string action in AdS5 × S5
1
background. Although closed, the classical action as it is depends on even powers of
Θ up to Θ32.
Since both symmetries are local, they have to be gauge-fixed. As shown in [9] there
exists a gauge which utilizes the Killing spinors of the background which leads to a
significant simplification of the action. The argument was based on the properties of a
supersolvable subalgebra of the full superconformal algebra. The connection between
gauge fixing κ-symmetry and supersolvable subalgebras was discovered in [10] in the
context of the M2-brane.
The program of gauge-fixing consists of these steps:
• The choice of an algebraic projector which eliminates 1/2 of the 32 spinorial
degrees of freedom of the classical action. This projector will be suggested by
the full D3-brane Killing spinor. The surviving fermionic directions will be
precisely those Killing directions of the geometry.
• A change of the fermionic coordinates to accommodate the space-time depen-
dence of the Killing spinors.
• Ensuring the consistency of the gauge.
The split of the 32 component spinor of the classical string action is suggested
by the Killing spinor of the full D3-brane background which preserves 1/2 of the
supersymmetries. Define the projectors
P± = 1
2
(
δIJ ± Γ0123ǫIJ
)
, (6)
where Γ0123 is the product of Γ matrices in the direction of the brane. The gauge is
defined by
P−Θ = 0. (7)
For future convenience we introduce besides the 5+5 split aˆ = (a, a′), mˆ = (m,m′) also
the 4+6 split aˆ = (p¯, t¯), mˆ = (p, t) with p, p¯ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and t, t¯ = 4, .., 9. This reflects
the separation of the space-time coordinates into directions along the D3-brane and
transverse to it. With
Θ± = P±Θ (8)
2
we can define a convenient basis
Θ1
±
≡ (Θ±)1 ≡ 1
2
(
Θ1 ± Γ0123Θ2
)
Θ2
±
≡ (Θ±)2 ≡ 1
2
(
Θ2 ∓ Γ0123Θ1
)
= ∓Γ0123Θ1±. (9)
In this basis the gauge reads
Θ1
−
= Θ2
−
= 0. (10)
A tremendous simplification of the supervielbeins occurs if we apply this gauge to (2)
and (3). Notice that in these objects all fermionic contributions appear in the form
(
M2n
)
DΘ. (11)
We will show below that (
M2
)
DΘ+ = 0 (12)
which means that all terms of the type (11) vanish for n > 0. For simplicity, we prove
this in the 5+5 split.
First, rewrite Θ− = 0 as
ΘI+ = iǫ
IJγ4ΘJ+ (13)
where we used
Γ0123 = iγ
4 × 12×2. (14)
In general, the relation between ten dimensional Dirac matrices Γ and 5+5 dimen-
sional ones γa and Γa
′
are [6]
Γa = γa × σ1,
Γa
′
= γa
′ × σ2, (15)
where γa and γa
′
obey the (anti-)commutation relations
{
γa, γb
}
= 2ηab,
{
γa
′
, γb
′
}
= 2δa
′b′ ,
[
γa, γb
′
]
= 0. (16)
With (13) we arrive at
(Mfix2)ILDΘL+ = [(iγaγ4ΘI+Θ¯L+γaDΘL+ − iγa
′
γ4ΘI+Θ¯
L
+γ
a′DΘL+)
+
1
2
(−iγabΘI+Θ¯K+γabγ4DΘK + iγa
′b′ΘI+Θ¯
K
+γ
a′b′γ4DΘK+ )]. (17)
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To show that this expression vanishes we use the fact that all terms of the structure
Θ¯I+ΓˆDΘ
I with
[
γ4, Γˆ
]
= 0 (18)
vanish. This leads to
(Mfix2)ILDΘL+ = [(iγpγ4ΘI+Θ¯L+γpDΘL+) +
1
2
(−iγ4pθIΘ¯K+γ4pγ4DΘK+ )] = 0, (19)
as can be easily verified. We are left after gauge-fixing with the following superviel-
beins:
(LIs)+ = sDΘ
I
+
(LIs)− = 0
Lps = e
p
mˆ(x)dx
mˆ − is2Θ¯I+γpDΘI+ (20)
Lts = e
t
mˆ(x)dx
mˆ,
where the indices p and t refer to directions parallel and orthogonal to the D3-brane.
We now turn to the change of fermionic variables. At this point it is useful to remind
ourselves of the explicit AdS5×S5 metric. Since in the following we use both notations,
5 + 5 and 6 + 4 split, we give it in spherical/AdS coordinates as well as in Cartesian
coordinates:
spherical/AdS : ds2 = r2(dxpdxp) +
dr2
r2
+ dΩ2 (21)
Cartesian : ds2 = y2(dxpdxp) +
1
y2
(dytdyt). (22)
To simplify the expression DΘ+ the following change of variables (in Cartesian coor-
dinates) is in order1:
ΘI+ = g
1
4
tt(|y|)θI+ (24)
1In spherical coordinates the suitable change of variables is
ΘI+ = f(η)g
1
4
tt(r)θ
I
+, (23)
where f(η) is a function of the 5 Euler angles of the 5-sphere[11].
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With this definition DΘ1+ simply becomes [7]
DΘ1+ = (g(|y|))
1
4dθ+ =
√
|y|dθ+. (25)
This can be seen by enforcing the constraint (7) on (5) which reduces to solving the
Killing spinor equation for the full D3-brane Killing spinor in the near horizon regime.
In the coordinates (24) the supervielbeins take the form (at s = 1)
LI+ =
√
|y|dθI+
LI
−
= 0
Lp = |y|(dxp − iθ¯I+ΓpdθI+) (26)
Lt =
1
|y|dy
t (27)
This allows us to reduce the complicated classical action to a much simpler gauge-fixed
action. With the obvious replacements dZM → ∂iZMdσi we find
S = −1
2
∫
d2σ
[√
g gij
(
y2(∂ix
p − 2iθ¯+Γp∂iθ+)(∂jxp − 2iθ¯+Γp∂jθ+) + 1
y2
∂iy
t∂jy
t
)
+4iǫij∂iy
t(θ¯+Γ
t∂jθ+)
]
(28)
which constitutes our main result2. Here, for compactness θ+ denotes θ
1
+. The last
term originates from the WZ term.
The action still remains reparametrization invariant. There are various possibili-
ties to fix this symmetry which have to be studied of the AdS5 × S5 background.
Finally, one has to ensure that the κ-symmetry gauge (7) is an acceptable one,
which requires the differential operator in the quadratic part of the fermions to be
invertible. The relevant term in the action is of the form
L ∼ θ¯+
[
(ΠpΓ
p +ΠtΓ
t)z∂z¯ + (ΠpΓ
p −ΠtΓt)z¯∂z
]
θ+. (29)
2If we would work instead in spherical coordinates, we would change the y2 to r2, modify the
second term to 1
r2
∂ir∂jr+ ... (where the dots denote derivatives on angular coordinates), and include
the angular dependence of the spinors as in (23).
5
The zero modes of the classical action in this notation are
(ΠpΓ
p +ΠtΓ
t)z and (ΠpΓ
p +ΠtΓ
t)z¯. (30)
None of them remains a zero mode in our gauge fixed action, hence the gauge we
have used is acceptable.
In summary, we have shown, following [9], that κ-symmetry of the Green-Schwarz
string can be used to remove fermionic degrees of freedom in a way that simplifies
the AdS5 × S5 superspace geometry and therefore the action.
We had stimulating discussion with Arvind Rajaraman and Arkady Tseytlin. The
work of R.K and J.R is supported by the NSF grant PHY-9219345.
Note Added:
After completion of this work we became aware of the paper by I. Pesando [12]
which displays the string action with a simple fermionic sector. The action was
obtained via the technique of supersolvable algebras, and the relation to gauge fixing
procedure still needs to be fully understood.
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